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Leather Shields

Product Code: See Shield Catalog

Golfire’s 100% leather, classic design shields are available in multiple col-

ors and styles. In our 6” & 6 1/4” shield choose from 2, 3 or 4 Panel, Inlet,

Cutout Oval, Single Panel, Passport, or Patch Design. Recessed numbers

only avail. on 2 panel 6” and 6.25” shields. On 4” includes One Panel Top

or Bottom, 2 and 3 Panel, or Passport. Add Medallions, American Flag or

Glow in the Dark Panels to any shield. SEE OUR SHIELD CATALOG!

Key Chain Shields

Product Code: KEY

The new Key Chain Shields are made in the exact style and tradition as Golfire's Standard Leather
Helmet Shields. Three layers of 100% leather are sewn together for long lasting durability. There

are three colors of leather available; red, black, and white. Panel and letter colors are unlimited. Up
to three leather numbers can be sewn in-between the panels. Currently only available in the two

panel raised number style!
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Custom Chiefs Shields
Product Code: CHIEFIMITATION(Plus size and shield style)

Product Code: CHIEFREALGOLD(Plus size and shield style)
Golfire’s 100% Custom Leather Chiefs shields are available in multiple styles. Choose any of our pre

-designed shields from the library or create your own design. Available in fake gold or 22K real gold.

Leather Velcro Glove Straps

Product Codes: VGSLEATHER

The Leather Velcro® Glove Strap is made from premium cow hide and a heavy snap hook.

Included is a high viz reflective stripe!

Custom Shields

Product Code: CUSTOMSHIELD

Create a one of a kind shield! Made from 3 layers of 100% leather! Very similar to a hand painted

shield but using ink directly applied to the leather! The shields are finished with a clear acrylic coat so

that the shield is pliable and element resistant.We have taken the cost and time of a hand painted

shield and are giving you a better quality shield at a better price!



Velcro Glove Straps

Product Codes: VGS,VGSII, VGSIII(KEVLAR), GLOVEHOG

The Velcro® Glove Strap is made of high strength tubular webbing and a heavy snap hook.

VGSII includes standard nylon webbing and a scissor trigger clip. Both available in multiple

colors. VGSIII is made of 1” Kevlar webbing and (FR) Fire resistant Velcro. The new Glove
Hog wraps around the glove, through an adjuster, and Velcro’s back over the same
strap never to come apart.

Glove Keeper ™ Non Velcro Glove Holder or Glove Keeper III

Golfire’s Trademark Product! Patented # 426,026

Over a Half Million Sold!

Glove Keeper ™ II

Product Code: GK2

Golfire's Glove Keeper II wraps around any size gloves. The mail/female connector clips

together with ease and is then cinched tight with the D-ring. To release the gloves, simply

pinch the connector! The D-ring can further be used to hang other objects such as flashlights.

Glove Noose

Product Code: NOOSE

The Glove Noose is made if 1" Nylon webbing. Place your glove in the noose and pull the noose tight

around the gloves. The pressure lock keeps your gloves secure until you are ready to use them. The

Glove Noose attaches with a heavy duty plastic swivel clip to any D-Ring or clip on your gear.

Glove Keeper w Biner

Product Code: KEEPBINER

Made exactly like the Original Glove Keeper with exception of the attachment point. The

grab clip and ring are replaced with a carabineer.
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Belt Loop Glove Holder

Product Code: BELTGH

Golfire's Belt Loop Glove Holder fits over any belt. A Velcro closure secures all size gloves!

VGS w/ Grab Clip

Product Code: VGSGC

Golfire's new Velcro glove strap has a new grab clip attachment which allows you to secure the strap to any fab-

ric or d-ring. The pressure clip closure bites to secure the clip!



Soft Rubber Glove Pouch
Product Codes: SP2 - Holds 2 Pairs of Gloves; SP4 - Holds 4 Pairs of Gloves

Golfire's Glove Pouch holds on to four pairs of Rubber Gloves and attaches to any belt, sus-
pender strap or EMS bag.

Rubber Helmet Strap

Product Code: RUB

A heavy black rubber band 1" wide by 10"s flat with a circumference of 20" un-stretched.

Pant Keepers

Product Code: PANTKEEPER

Made of 1" Kevlar webbing, the Pant Keepers prevent heat, soot, water, snow

from entering your pants legs. Place around the liner of the pant at the neck of

the boot and tighten snug.
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Big Boy Velcro Glove Strap

Product Code: VGSBIGBOYREF

Product Code: VGSBIGBOY

The Glove Noose is made if 1" Nylon webbing. Place your glove in the noose and

pull the noose tight around the gloves. The pressure lock keeps your gloves secure

until you are ready to use them. The Glove Noose attaches with a heavy duty plastic

swivel clip to any D-Ring or clip on your gear.

“Frog” Mini Flashlight Holder for Gloves

Product Code: Frog

Made of FR Treated Elastic and Nomex elastic - fits and stays on any glove. The elastic

tube accommodates any flash light and is held in place with stickyback Velcro. Where ever

you point your hand is where the light shines!

Heavy Duty Glove Strap

Product Code: HDGS (Nylon) HDGSK (Kevlar)

Golfire's Heavy Duty Glove Strap wraps around any size gloves. The mail/female connect-

or clips together with ease and is then cinched tight on either end. To release the gloves,

simply pinch the connector! Available in heavy duty Nylon tubular webbing or Kevlar



Partner Search Tether

Product Code: PST10, 15, 20, 25

A Kevlar® tether with two carabineers comes complete in a Nomex® bag for storage and easy

deployment. Ends are load bearing to 4000 lbs. Available in multiple colors and 10’, 15’, 20’ or

25’ lengths.

Golfire’s Personal Rope Bag

Product Code: PRB35 and PRB50

Made of 1000 Denier CorduraTM and sized to fit designated quantity of 8 mm escape line,

the personal rope bag features 3M Triple TrimTM, 1/2 inch grommet in bottom, cinch cord

lock closure, and two tabs for carabineer attachment. Use for bail out or search line. Many

colors available in both 35' or 50' sizes.

Baldwinsville Tagline Bag (Use W/ 6.8mm Kevlar Search line)

Product Code: BTK30,50,70,100,200, 300

The Baldwinsville Tagline Kit is made of Nomex® and easily attaches to any belt or SCBA

for search and rescue. The rope is tied off inside the bag leaving a loop outside the bag for at-

tachment with a carabineer to you and your anchor point. As you move the rope deploys.

Leaving a rope(Bread Crumb) you will be able to find your way our when visibility it at its

worst. Available in multiple colors and sizes: 30’, 50’, 70’, 100’, 200 or 300’.

Compact Webbing Bail Out / Tagline Bag

Product Code: KBBOK25,35,50,70
The compact Bailout/Tagline bag is 1/2 the size of a typical rope bag and is meant to be
used with bailout webbing. The bag has an attachment for a belt or can be stored in the
bunker pants pocket. Inside the bag is a grommet to attach the webbing to. Available in
multiple colors and sizes: 25’, 30’, 50’ or 70’

Baldwinsville Bail Out Bag

Product Codes: BBOK25,35,50,70,100

The lightweight bag packs like a water rescue throw bag and either fits in the bunker pants pock-

et or on the SCBA. It was designed to be used as a throw bail out—as you throw the bag out the

window the rope deploys. If used as a tagline, the rope deploys as you move. sizes: 25’, 35’, 50’,

70’, 100’

NY Escape Bag

Product Code: NYESCAPEBAG

The NY Bag is made of Ballistic Nylon and be put in the pocket or attached to a belt or har-

ness using the Velcro attachment system on the back of the bag. It includes a pocket for a

hook or carabineer separated from the rope for easy access.
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StorHaul - Storage & Hauling Strap

Product Code: SH - Regular and SHHD - Heavy Duty

Available in regular or heavy duty tubular nylon webbing, with handle, D-Ring and heavy duty male/

female connectors which allow for organization, storage, and carrying of loose items.

Gear Bag

Product Code: GEARBAG

25 Long x 15 Tall x 17 Wide - A large double zippered opening easily fits all of your gear,

Turnout Coat, Bunker Pants, Boots, and Helmet, with room to spare. Includes an outside

pocket for storage of personal items. It is light weight and weather resistant . PLEASE

NOTE AVAILABLE IN BLACK ONLY!!!!

Gear Carry Strap

Product Code: GEARSTRAP

The Bunker Gear Strap wraps around the bottom of the boots through the pull

straps securing your gear together. included if four carabineers to attach gloves,

helmet, mask, and any other accessories you may carry.

Gear Claw - Gear Carry Strap

Product Code: CLAW

The Gear Claw is for the Firefighter on the go. The heavy carabineer holds your boots

and bunkers while the loop with the male /female connector holds your coat. Included

are two scissor clips for your helmet and mask. All your gear is held together and is ex-

tremely easy to access.

Duffel Travel Bag
Product Code:Duffel

Golfire's Duffel Travel Bag is made Cordura with lime silver triple trim.

A heavy zipper allows easy access! 10"X10"X18"

Available in Red, Yellow, Black, Green, Orange, Tan, Blue, Camo, Pink!

Toiletry Bag

Product Code: TOILETBAG

Golfire's Overnight Bag is made Cordura with lime silver triple trim. A heavy zipper allows
easy access to your toiletries! Available in Red, Yellow, Black, Green, Orange, Tan, Blue,
Camo, Pink!



EASYBAG Bag

Product Code: EASYBAG35 EASYBAG50

Made of 1000 Denier Cordura, the 7” x 6” x 2” bag is tailor made to fit 35’ or 50’ of 7.5mm

lifeline. The large flap opening secures your carabineer for quick no fumbling access. Includes

two brass grommets in the bottom of the bag to secure the rope. Attaches to any belt or harness

with two Velcro loops on the rear of the bag. Many colors available

NY Search Bag
Product Code: NYSEARCH

Made of Rip Stop Vinyl, Holds 200' of 7.5mm or 350' of 6.8mm RIT 900. D-ring on the in-

side of the bag secures the rope to the bag while an additional D-ring on the top holds the an-

chor point carabineer in the ready position. A double flap top keeps your rope in place at all

times. Included is a heavy duty fully adjustable 2" shoulder strap.

Team Search Bag

Product Code: TSB

The Large Area Team Search Bag is made of heavy 10oz. Cotton Duck for wear and durabil-

ity. Will hold up to 300' of 6.8 mm RIT 900 search line or 200' of 9mm RIT Response search

line. Two 5" X 10" pockets are built in on each side to hold tools. Also included is a 2" heavy

shoulder strap that that adjusts from 33" to 68" with a quick release buckle and two quick at-

tach 2" scissor clips. Sewn into the bottom of the bag is a tie off loop to keep the bag and the

rope together when you have depleted your line.

Pro Escape Bag

Product Code: PEB

The Pro Escape Bag is made of Heavy Duty Nylon and holds up to 50' of 8mm rope. Included are

three pockets for additional items. The main pocket in front can hold Golfire's Drag U Safe Strap (7.5

feet of webbing with handles - Drag Strap, Tether, and or Utility) and the two side pockets hold small

carabineers or a mini-8's. . The bag also contains two bottom grommets to secure the rope to the bag.
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Pocket Rope Bag

Product Code: POCKETBAG

Made from ballistic nylon, the pocket bag holds 50’ of 8mm rope and fits in any bunker pants

side pocket. There is a small opening in the top of the bag for the rope to feed as it is deployed

along with a Velcro closure which makes it easy to repack. A fitted pocket on the outside of

the bag will accommodate any of the hooks and descenders on the market.



Drag-U-Safe

Product Code: DUSSK

Seven and a half feet of life safety rated webbing has two universal 8” handles and is coiled to fit in a Cor-

dura® pouch the size of a deck of cards. This is a multiple function tool. Easily attaches to any SCBA

harness, belt or air pack for easy and quick access.

Product Code: DUSSKPRO

Made of heavy duty tubular webbing, built in soft handles, three carabineers. Rated at 2400lbs

Functions: Drag a victim to safety, haul cylinders, short search line, aids in carrying tools, a hose

strap. Includes strap to fold up and hold unit together!

Multi Loop Drag Strap

Product Code: SLINK (SLINK Only)
Product Code: SLINKB (SLINK & Bag)

The Drag Rescue Harness is a Multi-Purpose tool made of 4200 lb TECH Tape

webbing. This product takes all drag and sling devices on the market and combines

them together! Functions include: DRD drag strap, haul cylinders, short search line, aids in carrying tools, a sup-

ply line hose strap, door breach control. The yellow loop has a eight foot circumference with the red and blue 4

feet. Stretched out the product is eight feet long.

Heavy Duty Utility Rope Bag

Product Code: HDURB100, 150, 200, 300

Made of 1000 Denier Cordura®, this bag incorporates an adjustable shoulder strap for

long carries(SAR). A cord lock closure keeps rope secure while not in use. Available in

multiple colors and sizes to accommodate your needs: 100’, 150’ , 200’ or 300’ of 1/2”

rope.

Roof Bag

Product Code: RB50 or RB100

Golfire's Roof Bag is made of 1000 Denier Cordura®, includes two grommets in the bag’s

bottom to run the rope through to keep the bag and the rope as one. Deploys like a water

rescue throw bag. Ideal for hauling tools and equipment to the roof. Available in multiple

colors and includes either 50’ or 100’ of 8mm rope.

Sewn Webbing Loops

Product Code: SEWNLOOP1 (1”) or SEWNLOOP2 (2”)

Sewn Webbing Loops are made from 1” or 1 3/4 life rated tubular webbing box stiched for

strength. Loops have many uses including anchors, hasty harnesses, litter rigging, etc. Choose

your length, loops are sold by the foot. Please note: a twelve foot piece of webbing becomes 6 feet

once sewn! Circumference will remain 12 feet! MTS on Stitching and webbing is 5000 lb.



Web Pack

Product Code: WP24, WP35, WP45

The Web Pack contains 24’, 35’, or 45’ of heavy nylon webbing and is stored in a 1”

wide Cordura® bag to easily fit in your pocket or attach to your gear with a swivel

hook. Available in multiple colors and sizes.

Haligan Marrying Strap

Product Code: HALMARRY

Made of 4” webbing the universal design fits all tools, includes rubber strips to prevent slippage of strap, and

a 1” webbing pull loop for ease of removal.

Haligan Ax Straps
Product Code: HALAX or IRONSLING

The Halax Strap is our original design with secure Velcro attachment points at each end. Includes fully adjustable

strap to shoulder or hand carry. The Iron Sling has a secure attachment point at the ax head with a loop wrap at

the other end making removal and attachment quick. Includes a quick release shoulder strap that can be

cinched to hand carried or shoulder carried

Web Search Pouch

Product Code: POUCH (Pouch Only)

Product Code: WEBPOUCH (Pouch and Webbing)

Made of Heavy Army Duck, the Search pouch has a 6 inch Velcro belt loop on back allowing it

to attach it to any SCBA harness or belt. The Web Pouch contains 24' of one inch tubular web-

bing with 8 inch handles on each end. This will allow you to tie off to fixed points as a search

line, drag a victim to safety, or use as a multi purpose utility line.

Cylinder Carrier

Product Code: BC

Made of heavy duty tubular webbing in multiple colors, the Cylinder Carrier is resilient to all

types of weather, and allows for easy transport of multiple cylinders.

HOWD Utility Strap

Product Code: HOWD

Made with 4,000 lb. nylon webbing. Length is 6 feet with two loops sewn at each end.
There are many different uses for this strap, such as: Securing hose, Holding doors

open, help in the extrication process, RIT/FAST operations. You're limited only to your
imagination! The most basic tool you should carry at all times!
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Goggle Covers

Product Code: GC (Choose color of Triple Trim)

Golfire's goggle cover is made of Nomex®, and tapered to the contour of your goggles,

and features two 4” Velcro® closures for ease of storage and removal. One Size fits all.

Available in black with 3M Triple Trim.

Heavy Duty 2” Tool Strap

Product Code: HDSTRAP

Golfire’s Heavy Duty Tool Strap is made of two inch 6000 lb webbing and is

fully adjustable. Included are two heavy steel swivel scissor clips to attach to any saw, light box, camera or tool

with attachment points.

Quick Release Mask Bag

Product Code: MBREG or MBLARGE

The quick release bag is made from 1000 Denier Cordura® and features a felt lining to protect

your lens from scratches. A snap closure is used to allow for easy access and closure, and a

swivel hook allows for attachment to any D-ring. Accommodates masks with neck straps.

Available in multiple colors and sizes to accommodate regular, tube style and MMR masks.

Cinch Mask Bag

Product Code: MBDSREG or MBDSLARGE Add (F) to product code to add

felt.

Low Profile felt lined (optional) Cinch Mask Bag is made of 1000 Denier CorduraTM. And conforms to the

contour of your mask keeping it low profile. Includes a swivel clip for easy attachment, and reflective

strip for use as an identifying name plate. Available in multiple colors and sizes.

Clam Mask Bag

Product Code: CLAM

Made of 1000 Denier Cordura. Conforms to the contour of your mask. Top splits down to 5" on each side

providing a large opening for easy access. Attaches with a heavy scissor clip. One size fits all. Available in

multiple colors and sizes.

Goggle Shed

Product Code: GSHED

Golfire's Goggle Shed is made of Nomex and is pleated to fit to the contour of your helmet keep-

ing it low profile. It easily adheres to the helmet and will remain there during operations. The

Goggle shed is light weight and will fit any helmet! Included is a strip of 3M reflective adding to

your visibility on the fire ground. One size fits all!



Full Face Mask Bag

Product Code: MBFULLFACE

New Full Face Piece felt lined Mask Bag is made of Heavy Cotton Duck fabric and easily

accommodates face pieces that have mask mounted regulators and voice systems. Includes

a scissor clip for easy attachment, and is the ideal solution for alternative Hazmat or

Chemical Masks.

Simulated Smoke Training Inserts

Product Codes: 3 Grade Kit—SSTI; Individual Grades:

SSTISINGLE-Light, SSTISINGLE-Medium, SSTISINGLE-Heavy

Made of a porous foam that inserts into any style SCBA Face Mask and limits your vision

without impeding the seal of your mask. Packaged together in 3 simulated grades; light

smoke; vision slightly impaired, medium smoke; visible outlines seen, and heavy smoke;

vision almost completely blocked.

Mask Radio Clip

Product Code: MRC

The Mask Radio Clip features two scissor clips that attach to the rings on your mask and easily attach

to any D-ring on your gear! Can also be used to prevent your radio from swinging or dragging.

Kevlar Mask Strap

Product Code: MS

A 1" Kevlar® Strap with metal quick clips attaches directly to your SCBA mask, and features a center

snap which allows for immediate separation should it become hung up. The Mask Strap works great

with Golfire's Mask Bag for the ultimate in mask protection and wear.

Zipper Mask Pouch

Product Code: ZIPMASK

Golfire's New Zipper Mask Pouch fits all styles and sizes of masks. Made of 1000 Denier

Nylon and includes double zipper for easy access from either direction. Secures to any Turn-

out Gear with a heavy duty metal scissor clip. Many colors available!
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Quick Release Light Holder—No more hand carrying!

Product Code: LIGHTDROP

The Heavy Duty Quick Release Light Holder attaches to any belt, SCBA Harness, or

bunker pant pull strap. Easily connects to the handle of any light box and the male/

female connector allows you to drop the light box quickly during an emergency. You

light will also pivot forward when crawling. Available in many colors!



NY Firefighters Belt

Product Code: NYFBREG 30”-45”

Product Code: NYFBLARGE 46”-60”

Made of 2” heavy duty Nylon webbing, rated in excess of 250 lbs with 3M lime yel-

low and silver reflective and a main clip which is easily released in case of an emer-

gency. Belt Ad-On Options include Flash Light Holder, Saw Holder, Strap w/

Carabineer, Tool Strap, Ax Holder, Drag-U-Safe Kit and Web Pack, allowing you to

customize the belt to meet your needs.

Product Codes for Ad-Ons

Light/Tool Strap—LS/TS

AX Holder—AX

Universal Belt Add-Ons

Product Codes: UAH, ULS/TS

Attach to any belt or SCBA Harness that is 2.25" or less and is secured by heavy

Velcro overlap. Available is the Ax Holder or Light/Tool Strap

Trukee Belt

Product Code: TRUCKEE

The Truckee Belt is made of 2" Nylon webbing and is fully adjustable in the front and

back to accommodate all sizes 31”-54”. The belt includes a light/thermal camera holder

which is removable via the 2" Male/Female connectors/ Also included is the ax holder.

Duty Belt

Product Code: LC43, LC51, or LC58

Golfire’s Duty Belt is made of 1” 3/4 6000 lb webbing pressure adjuster.

Three sizes are available. Up to 43,51, and 58

Bunker Pants Belt made for size range!
Product Code: BPBELT (include size and we will make 4

inches larger to accomidate growth)
The Bunker Pants Belt is made of 2” Heavy Duty Nylon web-
bing. It attaches with a Nylon male and female connector. Any

excess webbing is held down with sewn on Velcro.

One Size fits all Bunker Pants Belt
Product Code: 1BUNKERBELT—ONE SIZE FITS ALL

UP TO 60”
Product Code: 1BUNKERBELTREF– add reflective

lime silver triple trim.
The Bunker Pants Belt is made of 2” Heavy Duty Nylon web-
bing. It attaches with a Nylon male and female connector. Ex-

cess webbing stores with an adjuster.



Tool Straps

Product Code: TOOL or TOOLKEV (Kevlar)

Fits around the handle of any tool and can be attached to your SCBA harness or belt

with the included non locking carabineer. Multiple colors available in either tubular

webbing or Kevlar® rope sewn.

Belt Loops / Harness Loops

Product Code: BELTLOOP

Golfire's Belt Harness Loops fit between the snaps of the lining and outer shell of your pants. They

can be used on the outside for attachment of a harness or belt or on the inside for an interior harness.

The loop Velcro's together creating a 2.5" belt loop. MADE of NOMEX!
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Quick Pocket Tool Pouch

Product Code: QP

Quick Pocket Roll Out Tool Pouch includes six pockets which roll open for easy

access. Ideal for wire cutters, punches, tape, screw drivers, pens, and more. Made

from 1000 Denier Cordura®. and available in multiple colors.

Roll Out Tool Pouch

Product Code: ROTP

The Roll Out Tool Pouch laid out is 16" wide x 13" high. There are three 3" x 10” pockets,

three 2” x 10” pockets, and 3 3/4” pockets. ideal for wire cutters, snips, pens, window

Tool Bags

Product Code: TOOLBAGREG and TOOLBAGLARGE

All purpose Tool Bags - Small and Large. Made of 22 oz. red rip stop vinyl. Includes Velcro and snap clo-

sure to keep your tools secure. Also included is a fully adjustable shoulder strap that is detachable. Bag is

square to easily accommodate space in all rigs. Regular 7 X 7 X 12 large 12 X 12 X 18.

Pocket Tool Grab

Product Code: TOOLGRAB

Golfire's Tool Grab has seven individual pockets plus one large 7" X 8" pocket

for larger items such as rope or webbing. The Tool Grab easily fits in any bun-

ker pocket . Included is a grab loop that hangs outside of the pocket for easy

access when in need. All your tool are secure with a Velcro flap that allows

easy access. Made of Ballistic Nylon with elastic pockets.



SCBA Cylinder Wrap

Product Code: SCBAWRAP (Designate RIT, FAST or OTHER)

Heavyweight Nomex® Wraps fit securely, but do not interfere with normal operation of any

brand/size SCBA, and are easily removed when changing cylinders or assignments. One size

fits all. Includes two 3M Triple Trim Stripes

Product Code Product Code

3 - 3” Let SCBAWRAP3 6 - 2” Let SCBAWRAP6

4 - 3” Let SCBAWRAP4 7 - 2” Let SCBAWRAP7
5 - 2” Let SCBAWRAP5 8 –11 - 2” Let SCBAWRAP8

SCBA Cylinder Cover

Product Codes: SCBACOVERREG (Cylinder diameters less than 20”)

Product Codes: SCBACOVERLARGE (Cylinder diameters Larger than 20”)

Made of Nomex® with 3M reflective letters, Golfire's cylinder covers do not go on the

outside of the harness or cover the valve, allowing full access to all valves and pressure

readings. Simply loosen the cylinder clip, place the cover over the cylinder and retighten

the clip. Available in multiple colors of Nomex® , 3M letters and Triple Trim.

Identity Bands (Cylinder)
Product Code: IB (11X6) or CAM (9X5)

11" x 6" RIT/FAST/RIC Identity Bands are made of 6.8oz Nomex® with 2" 3M reflec-
tive letters and Triple Trim. Made to withstand heat and abuse, attach with an elastic
strap with heavy duty snaps for ease of placement on cylinder. Available in multiple col-
ors with up to 8 letters included in pricing. Choose one of the following or create your
own: SAFETY OFFICER, MANPOWER, OPS, HAZMAT, MEDICAL, STAGING,
EMT (Some titles may have to be abbreviated due to space availability)

Fire Department Company Markers
Product Code: See Below

Place a designated company marker by vehicle on every Firefighter at the scene.
It will make managing your crews more efficient. Markers are available in three
ways. Front marker on front SCBA hose strap 2 x 4 (CMHOSE) 2. Marker on

rear cylinder band strap 4 x 6 (CMBAND) or 3. You can purchase the hose
and band marker as a combo. Standard Hose Marker circumference is 7”

add .50 for custom size.
Layout: 2 and 3 Numbers side by side, 4 # 2 top 2 bottom, 5 # 3 top 2 bottom, 6 # 3 top 3 bottom.

Product Code: CMHOSE Product Code: CMBAND Product Code: CMCOMBO

Available in Red, Yellow, Black, Blue, Orange, Tan, Green, White

Character Color: Lime, Red/orange,Silver



SCBA Cylinder Staging SCBA or RIT Mat
Product Codes: SCBAMAT or RITMAT

SCBA Staging Mat holds up to 32 SCBA Cylinders from rolling out of position

in uniquely pleated full and empty color-coded sections. The RIT Mat holds 8 cylin-

ders in the pleated section and includes a 5’ x 7’ staging area for specialized RIT/Fast

Teams tools.

Cone Identification Covers

Product Code: CID

18” high, made of 1000 Denier Cordura ™, 3M Triple Trim ™, adjustable Vel-

cro to fit most cone circumferences. Choose your own title , trim and letter col-

ors.

Utility Staging Mats

Product Code: UMAT5X6 or UMAT5X10

Golfire’s Utility Staging Mats are made of 18 oz. Rip Stop Vinyl and avail-

able in Red, Yellow, Blue, or Green. Includes single title for easy identifica-

tion. Example: RIT, FAST, SCBA, Extrication, Hazmat, ect...

Incident Command Flag

Product Code: ICF

Easily identify who is in command at the scene of an incident with our light weight Incident Com-

mand Flags. The rigid flag tube fits over any vehicle antenna. Each flag is made of high visibility or-

ange weather resistant nylon and 3M reflective letters placed on both sides. Large enough to see but

compact enough to easily store in your vehicle.
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NON FR Arm Bands

Product Code: NOFRBAND

The Non FR Arm Bad is made of 4” Nylon Elastic with a Cordura sleeve for the title. Let-

tering is made from 3M reflective lime material. Letter size depends on title. Any title can

be added. Cordura colors include, red, yellow, black, blue, orange, white, green, lime, flo-

rescent orange. Two sizes available Reg (Over arm) and Large(Over turnout gear)

RIT / FAST Band
Product Code: RITBAND

All RIT/FAST Crews should be identified by markers. This Nomex 4” X 6” RIT Band is at-
tached directly to the ratchet strap on the back of your cylinder. Available in Yellow, Red,

Black, Blue, Orange, Tan, Green with Lime Letters.



Hydrant Hose Strap

Product Code: HYHOSE

The Large Diameter Hose Strap assists in getting large diameter hose off the hose bed for

attachment to a water source safely and allowing the engine to proceed for fire operations.

Jack Pack High Rise Pack

Product Code: JACK or JACK+SHOULDER

The Jack Pack High Rise Hose Pack is 3' L X 11"W X 11"H and will hold 150

feet of 1-1/2" to 1-3/4" double jacket hose or 100' of 2" double jacketed hose.

Made of 22 oz. Rip Stop Vinyl. Includes four handles for multiple carry positions

along with an optional removable shoulder strap for a one person carry. The

ends are hinged on the bottom with side Velcro closures for quick deployment.

Shoulder strap is made of 1” 3/4 webbing with heavy scissor clips!

OCTOPUS Hose Carry Systems I and II

Product Code: OCTOPUSI or OCTOPUSII

Golfire's Octopus, I with handles and II with shoulder strap and handles, hose carry systems are de-

signed to carry up to 250ft of 1-3/4" hose, 200ft of 2"hose, or 150ft of 2-1/2" hose. Includes three

quick release fully adjustable buckles for easy deployment and packing, adjustable shoulder strap,

and bottom support strap. Length is 28” with the adjusting straps at 45” each.

OCTOPUS Hose Carry System III

Product Code: OCTOPUSIII

Golfire's Octopus III hose carry systems are designed to carry up to 250ft of 1-3/4" hose, 200ft of

2"hose, or 150ft of 2-1/2" hose. Includes four quick release fully adjustable buckles for easy deploy-

ment and packing, adjustable shoulder strap, three support strap, and two carry handles for two fire-

fighters. Length is 28” with the adjusting straps at 45” each.

Little Jack Hi Rise Extension Tool Bag

Product Code: LITTLEJACK or LITTLEJACK+SHOULDER

The Little Jack is 15" L X 10" W X 12" H. Made of 22 oz Rip Stop Vinyl with a grommeted

bottom. Includes two handles for multiple carry positions along with an optional removable

shoulder strap for a one person carry.

Hydrahose Hydrant Tool Bag

Product Code: HYDRAHOSE

Made of 1000 Denier Nylon with two pockets to hold your hydrant tools. Heavy adjustable

Velcro allows you to wrap around a 5” supply line dry of full. Includes a handle for easy

carrying hose and tools to the hydrant.



Baldwinsville Water Rescue Throw Bag

Product Code: BWRTB50, BWRT75, or BWRTB100—Please note Standard Style
Bag w/ Ethafoam or High Visibility Style Bag

Made of durable Cordura®, this bag is uniquely designed to be used in and out of the water. A

Polypropylene Drycor® Floating Rope (8mm) is integrated directly into the bag providing multi-

ple grab and throw handles, and an Ethafoam insert is included for flotation. Available in 50’,

75’ and 100’ sizes.

1” Nylon Radio Strap

Product Code: APS

The 1” Nylon Radio Strap has two scissor clips to attach to any light box tool, radio hol-

ster, ect.. The fully adjustable shoulder strap (52” to 66”) includes a quick release buckle

for easy removal and a Mic Loop.

Universal Radio Case and Strap

Product Code: URCS (Case and Strap)

Manufactured from heavy webbing and resilient to weather, the Universal Radio Case fits all

types and sizes of radios. Has an adjustable strap on the inside of the case to raise and lower the radio. The elastic

chock cord holds radio securely in place and a built-in snap belt loop fits all belts 2.25" wide or

less. Adjustable quick release strap is available for carrying across your body.

Ladder Boot Skull Saver

Product Code: BOOTMED, BOOTLARGE, BOOTXLARGE,
BOOTXXLARGE

Golfire's Ladder Boot (Skull savers) are made of 1000 Denier Cordura! . All panels and letter-

ing are highly visible and lined with high density foam to help prevent injury. It attaches with

two 2" Velcro straps for easy on and off. Boot color is yellow. Standard lettering or lettering

with Flag print are available!

Med 8" deep x 4" wide x 22" high

Large 8" deep x 9" wide x 24" high

Xlarge 8" deep x 11" wide x 26" high

XXLarge 8" deep x 14" wide x 29" high
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Standard Bag

High Vis. Bag

Molle Tactical Radio Case and Strap

Product Code: MTCS (Case and Strap)

Manufactured from heavy webbing and resilient to weather, the Universal Radio Case fits all types

and sizes of radios. Has an adjustable strap on the inside of the case to raise and lower the radio.

The elastic chock cord holds radio securely in place and a built-in snap belt loop fits all belts 2.25"

wide or less. Adjustable quick release strap is available for carrying across your body.



Stickers, Crescents, Tets, Letters and Numbers

Golfire produces a wide range of sticker/decals in either a 5 mil matt vinyl or 7

mil engineered grade reflective. You can choose from our existing library or de-

velop your own custom sticker.

See Price Sheet for Options

Product Code: STICKER

Product Code: CRESCENT

Product Code: TET

Product Code: LET

Product Code: NUM
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Hydrant Bucket

Product Code: HB

Golfire Hydrant Bucket is made of 22 oz Rip Stop Vinyl. We have doubled the bottom

and two sides for durability. Included are four tool slots for wrenches, grommeted bottom

for drainage, padded bottom, and two handles with d-rings for apparatus attachment and

carrying.11" Long X 11" Wide X 14" Tall

Hose Bag

Product Code: HOSEBAG

The 50' Hose Bag is made of 18 oz Rip Stop Vinyl. Holds up to 50' of 2" double jacketed

hose. Includes two carry handles along with two d-rings on the sides to add Golfire's 2"

Heavy Duty Tool Strap.22" Wide X 24" Tall X 5" Deep

Hose Keeper

Product Code: HK

Golfire's Hose Keeper is made of heavy two inch webbing with a Velcro pass through securing

system. The strap is made available in many sizes to suit all of your needs. Can be used for

high rise packs and any miscellaneous lengths of hose. Sizes available are: 16", 24", 32", and



ICAN Water Can Carrier

Product Code: ICAN or CANHARNESS

ICAN Water Can Carrier (Left) is made from heavy duty two inch nylon seatbelt webbing. Fea-

tures two inch Velcro side straps that secure the can harness, top strap so harness and can stay to-

gether, fully adjustable shoulder strap that can be extended for shoulder carry or tightened and

hand carried, and lime/silver 3M Triple Trim to make locating the water can easier. The Can Har-

ness (BOTTOM) is Golfire's second water can carr ier . Features single strap Velcro lock clo-

sures, removable shoulder strap, 3M reflective trim, side handle for hand carrying, top secure strap

so harness and can stay together. The Can Harness is also mede of heavy duty 2" seatbelt webbing.

K– Extinguisher Bag

Product code:KBAG

Golfire’s new K – Style Extinguisher Bag holds one K-Extinguisher and is made from 1000 Denier Ny-

lon. Includes a handle, adjustable shoulder carrying strap, easy to see reflective stripe and closes with a

cinch cord lock.
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GENX Suspenders and Pads

Product Codes (Standard): GENX29-34, GENX35-42, GENX43-50,
GENX51-61; Product Codes (Pull Strap Style): GENXP32-44, GEN-

XP38-50,GENXP51+

Product Codes: PADS

Made of 100% heavy 2” elastic webbing with a full “X” support on the back, GENX

suspenders are available in Standard or Pull Strap style with 12”x3” universal foam

suspender pads available for both. Determining size: Measure from your back tab over

the shoulder to the front tab.

PET—Personel Equipment Tool

Product Code: PET

10' feet long , 4 loops , 4 point drag harness, quickly and easily make a hasty seat, dawns in

less than 25 seconds , fully adjustable to anyone's size, drag strap, tether , hose strap for

hydrant, foot loop lift strap, tool strap, cylinder carrier, irons, hose, ect.…

Ideal for Rit/Fast Teams!

Flare Bag

Product Codes: FLAREBAG

The Flare bag holds up to 24 flares. Includes cinch closure, reflective triple

trim along the a carry handle!



Sleeve Cooler

Product Code: SlLEEVECOOLER

Our Firefighter over the shoulder sleeve cooler is made of tan or black bunker gear ma-
terial with a zipper opening! The inside is lined with a reflective insulated lining which
will keep your beverage cool for hours!!! Comes with a garantee not to catch you favor-

ite canned beverage on fire!!! Included is a shoulder strap that adjusts to a handle to
hand carry! Hold 6 standard 12oz cans

Firefighter Wallets

Product Code:3CCID

Golfire's Wallet is made from 100% Leather with a Nomex—Triple Trim outer cov-

er! 3 credit card with ID window and bill fold

Colors: Black or Tan

Can Koozies

Product Code: KOOZIE

Golfire's Mini Rope Bag Koozie Can and Bottle Holders are a great Fireman's

novelty idea! Includes neoprene center to keep your beverage cold!

Colors: Red, yellow, black, blue, orange, green, pink, white, lime, florescent orange, tan,

camo.

Corn Hole Bags

Product Codes: CORNHOLE

The Leather Velcro® Glove Strap is made from premium cow hide and a heavy snap

hook. Included is a high viz reflective stripe!

Turnout Coat Name Plates

Product Codes: NAMEPLATE

Made of Nomex and 3M Reflective lettering. Velcro hook included for attachment

to your coat! Available in Black, Red, Orange, White, Tan, Green, Yellow, Blue.

Lettering Color Choices: Lime, Red/Orange, and Silver

Grab Mic Clip

Product Code: Micclip

Golfire's Grab Mic clip can be attached to any coat/fabric or d-ring using a heavy duty pressure clip.

It allows you to attach your mic to the most convenient location for easy access!
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NEW—Turnout Cooler
Product code: BOXCOOLER

The 6 Pack Lunch Cooler is made of tan bunker gear materi-
al w/ reflective stripe along with a zipper opening! The cooler 

is insulated and includes a pocket along with adjustable shoul-
der hand strap.

Great for the boat, concert, park, golf course, race
track, ect....


